
January 12, 2021 

 

Rogelio (Roy) Dorantes 

1615 Scott Ave, Ste. 5 

El Centro, CA 92243 

(760) 234-1940 

roydorantes@hotmail.com 

 

 

Dear Dr. Adolphe Edward and ECRMC Board of Trustees: 

 

I need to advise you that I am planning on pursuing legal action against El Centro Regional 

Medical Center, CEO Dr. Adolphe Edward, and the City of El Centro on the grounds of 

Defamation of Character, Slander, Emotional Stress, Emotional Pain and Suffering, and other 

Damages. 

 

CLAIM: On Thursday, January 7, 2021, during an open meeting for the press and the public, Dr. 

Adolphe Edward made the accusation that I, Roy Dorantes, had entered without authorization 

into the hospital to take the COVID-19 vaccine without authorization. This is an incorrect and 

damaging statement. By his false accusations and narrative, Dr. Edward has damaged my 

character and public image, caused me great emotional pain and suffering, caused me mental 

distress, unleashed a barrage of community hate messages directed at me on social media, and 

is affecting my ability to conduct my community work and my personal regular work by casting 

me as a criminal who disregards the wellbeing of others by jumping the COVID-19 vaccination 

line. 

 

These are the facts: 

1. On Sunday, January 3rd, 2021, I was at the hospital by invitation of Dr. Edward through 

Dr. Tien Tan Vo (Vo Medical Center/Vo Neighborhood Medical Clinic). He invited Dr. Vo 

to bring his medical staff and Vo Neighborhood Medical Clinic “Meals To Heal” 

volunteers to receive the vaccine. I am one of the co-founders of the Meals To Heal 

volunteer group. I am the original volunteer. I have the declarations of Dr. Vo, Alex 

Cardenas, and Imperial Valley Regional Directors to prove that I am a Meals-To-Heal 

volunteer. My volunteer work for Vo Neighborhood Medical Clinic Meals To Heal 

program is well documented on social media. 

 

2. On Sunday, January 3rd, around 5 p.m., under Dr. Vo’s instructions, I accompanied Vo 

medical staff up to the hospital’s 2nd floor as a volunteer, with a camera in hand to 
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document the vaccination of Dr. Vo’s staff, in order to build confidence on the vaccine 

with the community. Dr. Edward saw me. I identified myself as being a volunteer with 

Dr. Vo.  

Dr. Edward informed me that I couldn’t be there with the camera because cameras 

were not allowed. He asked me to leave. I immediately complied by walking down to 

the first floor accompanied by a hospital staff member. A few minutes later, I met with 

Dr. Vo outside the entrance and informed him that I could not be inside the with the 

camera to document the vaccination as he had asked me to do. I recorded some 

comments from Dr. Vo and his medical staff outside the hospital. Our purpose in doing 

this was to build confidence in the vaccine with the general public. After this, Dr. Vo and 

staff went inside the hospital for their vaccines. I waited outside for Vo staff to come out 

so I could record more comments. 

 

3. At 5:49 p.m., we (the Meals-To-Heal volunteers) received a message from Dr. Vo on a 

Messenger Group Chat. It said that Dr. Edward had agreed “for all of you to come n get 

the vaccine covid 19 at ECRMC”, “Tonight until 8 p.m.”. (Screenshots of messages 

available).  

 

4. After that, Dr. Vo came outside the front door for me and Alex Cardenas to take us 

inside to receive the vaccine. He assured us that it was approved by Dr. Edward for us to 

go inside as part of Meals-To-Heal volunteers. I walked back inside escorted by Dr. Vo, 

went to the second floor where I received the paperwork, then Dr. Vo escorted me and 

Alex to the vaccination room. At no time was I alone. I was under the escort of Dr. Vo 

the entire time. 

 

5. Dr. Edward saw me in the vaccination room, and walked over to me as I stood next to a 

vaccination table. Again, I identified myself as being with Dr. Vo. He jokingly told the 

nurse, “I’ll take care of him.” Then he took up a pen and jokingly pretended to stab me 

on the shoulder. We both laughed and he walked away. He did not tell me to leave the 

hospital at that time; he did not inform me that I was there without authorization; he 

did not order me out; by his actions, he made it clear to me that I was welcomed there 

to receive the vaccine. 

 

6. At the public meeting on January 7th, Dr. Edward condoned other volunteers from Meals 

To Heal, condoned personal friends and other contacts to take the vaccine, but targeted 

me as the one who entered without authorization, even though I’m one of the founders 

and volunteers of Meals To Heal from Dr. Vo’s Vo Neighborhood Medical Clinic. 

 



Dr. Edward’s public comments have damaged my reputation, my public image, my community 

work by his false narrative in which he totally misrepresented my actions in a way that has 

made me look irresponsible and criminal. I have received hate messages from the public 

stemming from this. I will probably lose work from this, because my work depends on my public 

image. I’m under a lot of emotional pain and suffering due to Dr. Edward’s comments which 

have unleashed a barrage of public attacks against me on social media. 

 

I am one of the co-founders of the Vo Neighborhood Medical Clinic Meals-To-Heal volunteer 

group. After I was infected with COVID-19 and overcame a near-death experience in July of last 

year (after fighting COVID-19 for 40 days), I recovered and wanted to fight back for the 

community. I met with Dr. Vo and Alex Cardenas to form a volunteer group which would take 

meals to COVID-19 patients so they wouldn’t go outside their homes during their illness and 

possibly infect others. Using some of the experience that I had suffering COVID-19, a plan was 

finalized to take meals daily to COVID-19 patients, delivered to their homes, 7 days a week. 

Since then, we have served over 10,000 meals to COVID-19 patients living in Imperial Valley. 

 

I’m demanding a COMPLETE WRITTEN PUBLIC RETRACTION and a WRITTEN PUBLIC APOLOGY 

regarding the comments made by Dr. Edwards that I “snuck in” and took the vaccine without 

authorization. I’m also encouraging a COMPLETE INVESTIGATION BY AUTHORITIES over the 

apparent MISMANAGEMENT by the hospital over the distribution of the vaccines and the 

apparent use of FAVORITISM. Why wasn’t there a plan in place listing possible first-responders 

in case they were needed for the vaccines? Why were friends and family, and political contacts 

of hospital administration apparently called upon instead? 

 

I have the utmost respect for the ECRMC staff and mission. It is beyond my understanding how 

such irresponsible comments can be made about someone like me or anyone who is devoted to 

serving the community without first having an understanding of all the facts, and without 

considering the terrible damage such comments could bring upon a person. And I just can’t 

understand how the apparent mismanagement of such an important vaccination process was 

allowed to happen. 

 

Please respond within 10 business days to my request or I will be forced to seek legal action in 

order to defend myself from such inflammatory and damaging false accusations. Until this is 

resolved satisfactorily, every hate message I receive on social media or privately, every loss of 

financial employment, and every threat on my well-being will be completely on the shoulders 

and responsibility of Dr. Edward and the ECRMC. 

 

 



Sincerely, 

 

 

Roy Dorantes 

 

 

 

CC: 

Amanda Brooke, President 
Oliver Alvarado, Vice-President 
Joe Picazo, Secretary 
Cheryl Viegas-Walker, Board Member 
Efrain Silva, Board Member 
Patty Maysent, Board Member 
Christian Tomaszewki, M.D., Board Member 
Mohammed M. Al-Jasim, M.D., Board Member 

Cheryl Viegas-Walker, City Mayor, ECRMC 
Tomas Oliva, Mayor Pro-Tem 
Edgard Garcia, Council Member, ECRMC 
Martha Cardenas-Singh, Council Member 
Sylvia Marroquin, Council Member 
Tony Rouhotas, Imperial County CEO 


